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› Rapid assembly
› Lower weight with same internal
volume
› Closing without nails or staples
› High capacity resistance
› Compliant with ISPM-15 FAO
phytosanitary regulations
› Customized with logos and
company names

Customized and in several ways assembled
E-six is a customized plywood crate, suitable for transport of all kind of
products by sea, air and on road. It is composed of six single walls, which can be
matched in desired order, enabling the assembly in several ways, even around
its load content, especially if the product is heavyset or high.
E-six is strength due to the quality of the used materials and the crate sides
made in 6mm plywood, which gives it a high degree of resistance to the various
stresses that the crate undergoes during the transportation phase. The lid and
bottom frames are 0,80mm thick. These frames have holes that, when fitted to
the tabs on the sides, make the assembly and fixing operation much simpler.

Measures and stresses
E-six is available in customized measures up to mm 2400x1500x1400. Safety
standards are high for both static and dynamic capacity. No additional
strengtheners are needed and the contents are well protected in all transport,
storage and warehouse operations.
Further E-six can also be personalised with company logos and international
symbols, this to ensure rapid identification and in order to offer an effective
means of publicity to the company.

No Nails
No Rivet gun

For complex encumbrance

E-six is a versatile box, which solves several assembling criticalities: the 6 single sides (2 front walls, 2 side
walls, the bottom panel and the lid) can be assembled “around” the load content, even by an operator
alone. Strength, due to the thickness and the kind of plywood, it is suitable to pack unhandy and heavy
goods with full simplicity. The disassembly is easy alike.

E-six: simple and safe

Due to its characteristics and simplicity, E-six obviates the Work Health and Safety rules restrictions.
As the boxes have no utilization limit and can be opened and closed in every working environment without
any riveting system, they result convenient and competitive.

E-six is economical

The rapid assembly system that uses no nails, rivet gun and staples, helps to reduce purchase and running
costs. Due to the characteristics of the used materials, E-six weights less than traditional products, with
the same internal volume. This characteristic also allows considerable savings on freight costs beside the
possibility to recycle the box.
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